Our team leader:

Ms. Jane Xu, CEO of D-Color, is a well-known technical expert in Optical Passive Components field in whole China. She is one of the key members of Standard Committee of China Telecom. She has more than 10 innovative patents, and she is involved into more than 20 national level standards created and approved. She has been working in this field for 35 years, familiar with all kinds of technical approaches, all kinds of elements. Her D-Color team covers all fields for new products development: components integration, optical design, mechanical design, process tunning, reliability testing, quality control, and etc. They are capable of providing customer solutions with the following features:
Quick response
Cost-effective
Reliable approaches
Mass production
The following products families are our new products:
- Mini CWDM/FWDM device and module
- Fiber/ Cable tap monitor and OLT/ONU link monitor and line alarm
- Multifunction integrate and compact device and module
- Active module with passive component
Any special needs based on above fundamental devices can be taken and managed to work for your purposes.
D-Color is ready to serve you!